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Kerala is the land of sheer wonderments and is amazingly gifted with heavenly destinations. It has
several tourism places which lures great number of visitors and holiday makers round the year. It
has tranquil and scintillating natural beauty, exciting tourist places among which the most popular
and famous ones are the Alleppey, Kasargod, Kollam, Kuttanad, Trivandrum, Cochin and Munnar.
These are the most sought after destinations for honeymoon tours as it provide excellent option for
every tourists and visitors to enjoy remarkable vacation with an outstanding experience of lifetime.

Kerala has several tourism destinations and all are enigmatically beautiful charming and fascinating.
It has exciting sightseeing places and their brief introductions are mentioned below:

Kerala Beaches

Kerala beaches are amazingly beautiful and fascinating. Dotted magnificently by the swaying
coconut trees, silver sands, exotic resorts and hotels the beaches of Kerala offers tourist to enjoy
remarkable holiday with immense pleasure and joy. The swaying coconut trees and the pleasant
environment of the beaches offer tourist to enjoy various fun filled water activities as well as
pleasant beach vacation with outstanding experiences of lifetime.

Some of the popular Kerala beaches to name of Kerala are Kovalam which is one of the finest in the
world, Marari, Alleppey and Varkala Beach.

Kerala Backwaters

Kerala is one of the most sought after destination for Kerala tours. Gifted with the sheer natural
beauty and allurements, the beaches of Kerala offer truly exciting opportunity for tourist to enjoy
remarkable vacation with outstanding experiences of lifetime. Dotted magnificently by the swaying
coconut tree and serene ambiance, the kerala backwater provides wonderful opportunity for the
tourists to enjoy remarkable vacation with outstanding experiences of lifetime.

Some of the picturesque Kerala backwaters are Alleppey Backwater, Kasargod Backwater,
Kuttanad Backwater, Alleppey Backwater, etc. These are some of the interesting and charming
backwater destination that are worth to visit round the year.

Kerala Wildlife Parks and Sanctuaries

Kerala is amazingly gifted by the nature, emerald green vegetations, pristine and charming hills and
more importantly thick wooded forests. Kerala wildlife parks and sanctuaries are also the important
tourist destination that allures great number of visitors and wildlife enthusiasts from across the
globe. Some of the interesting and fascinating wildlife parks and sanctuaries that are ideal for
wildlife tours are Periyar, Thekkady, Kumarakom Bird Sanctuary, Thekkadad Bird Sanctuary,
Neyyar Wildlife Sanctuary, Idduki Wildlife Sanctuary, Aralam Wildlife Sanctuary, etc.

Kerala Hill Stations

Gifted with the serene and scintillating beauty of the nature, the Kerala hill stations are amazingly
gifted by the nature. Gifted with serene natural ambiance, scintillating sightseeing spots and
emerald green natural surroundings, Kerala hill stations offer wonderful opportunity for the tourists
to enjoy remarkable vacation with outstanding experiences of lifetime. Come and feel the beauty of
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the nature and take back home incredible memories to relish in forever.

These are some of the highly preferred Kerala tourist places which are visited by tourists from
across the globe. So what are you waiting for? Choose the right and the tailor made tour package
and explore the enigmatic charm and splendour of this scintillating natural beauty and take back
home incredible memories to relish in forever.
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